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(57) ABSTRACT 

A random access procedure for use by a UE wireless 
communication terminal in communicating with a base 
station (or Node-B or eNB) of a radio access network, and 
in particular a E-UTRA network. A random access preamble 
is sent by the UE via RACH separate and prior to a random 
access message burst, which is sent on SCH but not until the 
UE receives one or more messages indicating an acknowl 
edgment of the preamble and providing an allocation on 
SCH for use in transmitting the message burst, and also 
providing a preamble identifier, which the radio access 
network can then use to request retransmission of the 
message burst if necessary. 
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RANDOMACCESS PROCEDURE WITH 
ENHANCED COVERAGE 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATION Reference is made to and priority 
claimed from U.S. provisional application Ser. No. 

60/760,474, filed Jan. 20, 2006. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0001) 1. Technical Field 
0002 The present invention pertains to the field of wire 
less communication. More particularly, the present inven 
tion pertains to the random access procedure that a User 
Equipment (UE) (wireless communication terminal) follows 
for (among other uses) initial network access. 
0003 2. Discussion of Related Art 
0004) The evolved UTRA (E-UTRA or evolved UMTS 
(Universal Mobile Telecommunication System) Terrestrial 
Radio Access) network architecture includes a radio access 
network (providing UES access to a core network of a 
cellular communication system) where the radio resources 
are divided into blocks of time (sub-frames) and frequency 
(frequency blocks). In the uplink, these blocks are used 
either for what is called here the Shared CHannel (SCH) or 
the contention-based Random Access CHannel (RACH). 
(The designation SCH is used here only to indicate uplink 
radio resources from which a base station can allocate a 
share for each individual UE, not any particular channel that 
may be designated by the acronym SCH.) The E-UTRA 
network includes entities that are called here base stations, 
and are elsewhere sometimes called Node-Bs, or eNBs. A 
base station of an E-UTRAnetwork allocates SCH resources 
for UEs and RACH is used by the UEs to access the network 
or request SCH resources (or possibly to communicate a 
Small amount of user data in some networks under some 
circumstances). RACH is also used in networks other than 
E-UTRA type radio network. RACH is in general a conten 
tion-based resource (as opposed to a shared resource) used 
by UEs to access a radio access network typically for initial 
access and bursty data transmission. 
0005. In the prior art, the random access procedure is 
used (i.e. RACH is used or an analogous contention-based 
resource) when a UE needs to transmit user traffic (voice or 
data) or send a synchronization burst but the UE does not 
have an allocation of system resources on SCH. The UE may 
want to perform initial network access, make a location area 
update, move from the idle mode to the active state, or 
request capacity while in the active state. The random access 
procedure ends in an E-UTRA network when the radio 
access network gives the UE a timing advance value (to 
compensate for the time between sending a message to the 
radio access network and the latter receiving the message, 
and vice versa) and an allocation on SCH (for use as a traffic 
channel for sending Voice or user data to the radio access 
network). 
0006 The problem is to design a random access proce 
dure that provides good coverage and low delay, with 
minimum use of resources. 

0007. The prior art teaches transmitting the random 
access message (over RACH) on a constant frequency band. 
It can be advantageous to use a non-constant frequency 
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band. In addition, it can be advantageous to use HARQ 
(hybrid automatic repeat request processing) in connection 
with the random access procedure. 
0008. The invention can involve what is called here a 
temporary cell specific address, and now in the art some 
times called a C-RNTI (Cell Radio Network Temporary 
Identity). The temporary cell specific address/C-RNTI is 
shorter (e.g. 16 bits) than other unique identifiers such as 
TMSI (temporary mobile subscriber identifier). IMSI (inter 
national mobile subscriber identity), and IMEI (international 
mobile equipment identity), and so can be used more easily. 
All the resource allocations are made using the temporary 
cell specific address (to identity the receiver of the 
resources). A UE can receive a temporary cell specific 
address when it first establishes communication with a cell. 

DISCLOSURE OF INVENTION 

0009. Accordingly, in a first aspect of the invention, a 
method is provided for use by a user equipment wireless 
communication terminal in communicating with a base 
station of a radio access network of a wireless communica 
tion system, comprising: (a) providing for transmission over 
a random access channel of the wireless communication 
system a message burst preamble, and including a signature 
with the preamble; (b) receiving from the base station in 
response one or more messages indicating an acknowledg 
ment of having received the preamble and providing a 
preamble identifier and a resource allocation of a shared 
channel; and (c) providing a message burst for transmission 
on the shared channel according to the resource allocation, 
but not until receiving the messages indicating an acknowl 
edgment and providing a resource allocation, and including 
an address in the message burst for use in identifying the 
user equipment. 

0010. In accord with the first aspect of the invention, the 
resource allocation may be provided in a message separate 
from the message indicating the acknowledgment. 

0011. Also in accord with the first aspect of the invention, 
the address may be a temporary cell specific address or a 
random address. 

0012. Also in accord with the first aspect of the invention, 
the method may further comprise: receiving a request for 
retransmission from the base station indicating the preamble 
identifier, and providing the message burst for retransmis 
sion to the base station. In this, the request for retransmission 
may be a signal from the base station on a downlink shared 
control channel indicating an uplink resource allocation and 
including the preamble identifier. 

0013 Also in accord with the first aspect of the invention, 
the method may further comprise receiving an acknowledge 
ment of the base station having received the message burst. 
In this, the acknowledgement may be a signal from the base 
station on a downlink shared control channel indicating a 
downlink resource allocation and including the preamble 
identifier, and the user equipment may be configured to 
decode the signal and obtain an address indicated by the 
signal, and then compare the address with the address 
included by the user equipment in the message burst to 
determine if the acknowledgement is an acknowledgement 
of the message burst or instead the acknowledgement of a 
message burst from another user equipment. 
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0014. Also in accord with the first aspect of the invention, 
the method may further comprise frequency-hopping the 
message burst preamble, i.e.: providing for transmission a 
portion of the message burst using a first narrow frequency 
range of the shared channel frequency range; and providing 
for transmission another portion of the message burst using 
a second narrow frequency range of the shared channel 
frequency range different from the first narrow frequency 
range. The preamble may also be frequency-hopped (but on 
the random access channel). 
0.015 Also in accord with the first aspect of the invention, 
the method may further comprise obtaining from the one or 
more messages indicating the acknowledgement (of the 
preamble) a digest of the signature or a signature number, 
and determining whether the acknowledgment is an 
acknowledgement of the preamble sent by the user equip 
ment or an acknowledgment of a message from another user 
equipment wireless communication device. 
0016. Also in accord with the first aspect of the invention, 
the method may further comprise receiving from the base 
station a further allocation of the shared channel for uplink 
of user data in response to the message burst, wherein the 
allocation is provided with the address provided by the user 
equipment, and wherein the message burst includes infor 
mation bits providing information useable by the base 
station in determining the further allocation to assign to the 
USC. 

0017. In a second aspect of the invention, a method is 
provided for use by a base station of a radio access network 
of a wireless communication system in communicating with 
a user equipment wireless communication terminal, com 
prising: (a) receiving over a random access channel of the 
wireless communication system a message burst preamble 
and a signature; (b) providing for transmission one or more 
messages in response to the message burst preamble, 
wherein the one or more messages indicate an acknowledg 
ment of having received the preamble and include a pre 
amble identifier and a resource allocation of at least a portion 
of a shared channel; and (c) receiving a message burst on the 
shared channel according to the resource allocation, decod 
ing the message burst, and obtaining an address in the 
message burst for use in identifying the user equipment. 
00.18 Equipment (for a user and for a radio access 
network) and computer program products (for user equip 
ment and for radio access network equipment) correspond 
ing to the first and second aspects of the invention are also 
provided. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0019. The above and other objects, features and advan 
tages of the invention will become apparent from a consid 
eration of the Subsequent detailed description presented in 
connection with accompanying drawings, in which: 
0020 FIG. 1 is a block diagram/flow diagram of a 
wireless communication system in which the present inven 
tion may be implemented, including various communication 
terminals, and in particular a user equipment (UE) wireless 
communication terminal and a wireless communication ter 
minal of a radio access network (RAN) used for wireless 
coupling to user equipment. 
0021 FIG. 2 is a reduced block diagram (only portions 
relevant to the invention being shown) of the UE terminal or 
the wireless terminal of the RAN of FIG. 1. 
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0022 FIG. 3 is a schematic showing a random access 
preamble on RACH and a Subsequent random access mes 
sage burst on SCH, according to an embodiment of the 
invention. 

0023 FIG. 4 is a signaling flow for the random access 
procedure according to an embodiment of the invention, 
including one retransmission of a (random access) message 
burst shown as an example. 

BEST MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE 
INVENTION 

0024. The invention involves or is related to cooperation 
between elements of a wireless communication system, and 
in particular between a user equipment (UE) wireless com 
munication terminal and the element of a radio access 
network of a wireless communication system by which the 
UE connects to the wireless communication system. 
Examples of a wireless communication system include 
implementations of GSM (Global System for Mobile Com 
munication) and implementations of UMTS (Universal 
Mobile Telecommunication System). Each such wireless 
communication system includes a radio access network 
(RAN). In UMTS, the RAN is called UTRAN (UMTS 
Terrestrial RAN). A UTRAN includes one or more Radio 
Network Controllers (RNCs), each having control of one or 
more Node Bs, which are wireless terminals configured to 
communicatively couple to one or more UE terminals. The 
combination of an RNC and the Node BS it controls is called 
a Radio Network System (RNS). A GSM RAN includes one 
or more base station controllers (BSCs), each controlling 
one or more base transceiver stations (BTSs). The combi 
nation of a BSC and the BTSs it controls is called a base 
station system (BSS). 

0025 Referring now to FIG. 1, a wireless communication 
system 10a in which the present invention may be imple 
mented is shown, including a UE (wireless communication) 
terminal 11, a radio access network 12, a core network 14 
and a gateway 15, coupled via the gateway to another 
communications system 10b, such as the Internet, wireline 
communication systems (including the so-called plain old 
telephone system), and/or other wireless communication 
systems. The radio access network includes a wireless 
terminal 12a (e.g. a Node B or a BTS, both of which are 
called here simply a base station) and a controller 12b (e.g. 
a RNC or a BSC). The controller is in wireline communi 
cation with the core network. The core network typically 
includes a mobile switching center (MSC) for circuit 
Switched communication, and a serving general packet radio 
service (GPRS) support node (SGSN) for packet-switched 
communication. 

0026 LTE, or Long Term Evolution (also known as 
3.9G), refers to research and development involving the 
Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) aimed at iden 
tifying technologies and capabilities that can improve sys 
tems such as the UMTS. Generally speaking, a prefix of the 
letter “E” in upper or lower case signifies LTE. The E-UT 
RAN consists of eNBs (E-UTRAN or enhanced Node Bs), 
providing the E-UTRA user plane (RLC/MAC/PHY) and 
control plane (RRC) protocol terminations towards the UE. 
The eNBs are interconnected with each other by means of a 
so-called X2 interface, and are also connected by means of 
a so-called S1 interface to an EPC (evolved packet core), 
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e.g. to the MME (mobility management entity) and the UPE 
(user plane entity) which may form an access gateway 
(aGW). The S1 interface supports a many-to-many relation 
between MMEs/UPEs and eNBs, and provides a functional 
split between the MME and the UPE. 
0027 FIG. 2 shows some components of a communica 
tion terminal 20, which could be either the UE terminal 11 
or the RAN wireless terminal 12a of FIG. 1, i.e. what is 
called here a base station (and So what encompasses a base 
transceiver station, a Node-B or a eNB). The communication 
terminal includes a processor 22 for controlling operation of 
the device, including all input and output. The processor, 
whose speed/timing is regulated by a clock 22a, may include 
a BIOS (basic input/output system) or may include device 
handlers for controlling user audio and video input and 
output as well as user input from a keyboard. The BIOS/ 
device handlers may also allow for input from and output to 
a network interface card. The BIOS and/or device handlers 
also provide for control of input and output to a radio front 
end 25 including a transceiver (TRX) 25b and a TRX 
interface 25a, the TRX interface including possibly one or 
more digital signal processors (DSPs), application specific 
integrated circuits (ASICs), and/or field programmable gate 
arrays (FPGAs). The TRX enables communication over the 
air with another similarly equipped communication termi 
nal. The communication terminal may also include (depend 
ing on the application) other I/O devices, such as a keyboard 
and a mouse or other pointing device, a video display, a 
speaker/microphone, and also a network interface (card), 
allowing wireline communication with other communica 
tion terminals, and in particular Such communication over 
the Internet. 

0028 Still referring to FIG. 2, the communication termi 
nal includes volatile memory, i.e. so-called executable 
memory 23, and also non-volatile memory 24, i.e. storage 
memory. The processor 22 may copy applications (e.g. a 
calendar application or a game) stored in the non-volatile 
memory into the executable memory for execution by the 
processor. The processor functions according to an operating 
system, and to do so, the processor may load at least a 
portion of the operating system from the storage memory to 
the executable memory in order to activate a corresponding 
portion of the operating system. Other parts of the operating 
system, and in particular often at least a portion of the BIOS, 
may exist in the communication terminal as firmware, and 
are then not copied into executable memory in order to be 
executed. The booting up instructions are Such a portion of 
the operating system. 

0029. The functionality described below (for both a base 
station of the radio access network and for the UE) can be 
implemented as Software modules stored in a non-volatile 
memory, and executed as needed by a processor, after 
copying all or part of the software into executable RAM 
(random access memory). Alternatively, the logic provided 
by such software can also be provided by an ASIC (appli 
cation specific integrated circuit). In case of a Software 
implementation, the invention can be provided as a com 
puter program product including a computer readable Stor 
age structure embodying computer program code—i.e. the 
Software—thereon for execution by a computer processor. 
An example is a so-called floppy disk having instructions for 
performing a method according to the invention encoded on 
the disk in machine (processor) readable form. 
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0030 Now the invention in particular provides a random 
access procedure for use by a UE in obtaining a resource 
allocation on SCH for uplinking user data, and for use by a 
base station of a radio access network in providing the 
allocation. One or more embodiments of the invention 
provide one or more of the following (independent) features 
for the random access procedure in a radio access network 
such as, for example, the E-UTRA network, i.e. an evolved 
version of a UTRA network now under development by the 
3GPP (third generation partnership program): 
0031 A. Preamble identifier in acknowledgment to pre 
amble. To obtain an allocation on SCH, a UE transmits to a 
base station using RACH a preamble to a random access 
message burst, including in the preamble a signature (a 
signature being typically a pseudo-random code, conveyed 
typically as a 1 ms long waveform, intended as a temporary 
means of identifying the UE and/or the random access 
message). The UE then sends the base station the random 
access message burst itself, on SCH, but only after the base 
station has acknowledged (on DSCCH, i.e. downlink shared 
control channel) having received the preamble and has 
provided an allocation on SCH for uplinking the message 
burst, and further, the base station provides a preamble 
identifier with (one or more messages indicating) the 
acknowledgment. (The preamble may consist of only the 
signature, in which case the signature serves as the pre 
amble, or may also include other components.) Using the 
preamble identifier, the base station can ask the UE to 
retransmit the random access message burst in case of an 
error in reception. The base station can then improve detec 
tion probability by combining the repeated transmissions (in 
what is called soft combining). More specifically: 

0032. The UE transmits the preamble including (pos 
sibly only) a signature on the random access channel in 
one of the time-frequency resources reserved for pre 
ambles. 

0033) If the base station (or Node-B or eNB) of the 
radio access network observes the signature, it associ 
ates a preamble identifier with the signature and the 
time-frequency resource, i.e. it keeps in a data store a 
table or other data structure relating the preamble 
identifier to the signature and the time-frequency 
SOUC. 

0034. The base station then sends the signature index, 
and if needed, also the time and frequency index of the 
preamble, and also the preamble identifier as an 
acknowledgment. 

0035. The UE receives the one or more messages 
indicating the acknowledgment (and providing the pre 
amble identifier, and so on). The UE checks the signa 
ture, frequency and time indexes, and if the indexes 
correspond to the signature, frequency and transmis 
sion time of the preamble, the UE identifies itself with 
the preamble identifier and checks if resources are 
allocated with the acknowledgement. 

0036. The base station can immediately allocate a 
resource, i.e. a time and frequency on SCH for the 
random access message burst, or it can postpone allo 
cation. When a suitable resource (time and frequency 
on SCH) becomes free, the base station allocates the 
resource to the UE for transmission of the message 
burst, using the preamble identifier to direct the allo 
cation to the UE. 
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0037. The UE transmits the message burst on the 
resource (a time and frequency on SCH) allocated by 
the base station, and includes in it a temporary address 
for the UE. The base station associates the message 
burst with its preamble based on the time and frequency 
used by the UE to transmit the message burst. 

0038. The UE continues to check whether the base 
station requires retransmission by checking for retrans 
mission requests including the preamble identifier. The 
checking continues until the UE receives an acknowl 
edgment for the message burst (i.e. that the base station 
has succeeded in decoding the message burst) or until 
the preamble identifier expires, which might typically 
occur 10 ms after transmission of the preamble. 

0039 The message burst includes, at least in some 
embodiments, an information field providing informa 
tion useable by the radio access network in determining 
a further allocation to make to the UE to uplink user 
data. The message burst may also, itself, convey user 
data, and the UE may not require a further allocation on 
SCH. If a further allocation is required, the radio access 
network uses the information field in determining what 
further allocation on SCH to assign to the UE, and 
provides the allocation to the UE on DSCCH, possibly 
using the temporary address included in the message 
burst (in case the UE has a CRNTI), a CRNTI given for 
the UE in response to the random access message burst 
(in case the UE sent a random id in message) or even 
the preamble identifier (in case the Node-B allocates a 
CRNTI in the preamble response, i.e. in case the 
preamble identifier is a new CRNTI for the UE). 

0040 B. Hopping. Transmission of the random access 
message is extended over a few sub-frames using a narrow 
frequency band during each Sub-frame but hopping the 
frequency between the sub-frames. 
0041. From the standpoint of the user equipment then, 
noteworthy features of a random access procedure according 
to the invention are first, that the UE obtains a preamble 
identifier from an acknowledgement of the preamble, and 
second, that the resource allocation for the random access 
message can be separate from the preamble acknowledge 
ment, and third, that after sending the random access mes 
sage, the UE must try to detect not only an acknowledge 
ment of the message but also any request for retransmission 
of the random access message burst. Further, the separate 
preamble and/or the random access message burst may be 
frequency hopped. 
0042. From the standpoint of the base station, noteworthy 
features of a random access procedure according to the 
invention are that the base station assigns a preamble 
identifier for addressing the UE, and uses the preamble 
identifier to request retransmissions as needed, and utilizes 
HARO (soft-combining) for decoding the random access 
message burst (on SCH). 
Advantages 
0043 An advantage accruing from the use of a separate 
preamble and a preamble identifier is that HARQ can be 
used in the reception of the random access message burst. 
HARO improves detection probability. Coverage is 
improved and also any delay is reduced since a UE does not 
have to restart a random access process from the preamble 
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phase if the base station does not succeed in decoding after 
the first transmission; the UE just retransmits the message 
burst, using the preamble identifier to determine what to 
retransmit. 

0044 An advantage accruing from the use of frequency 
hopping is that good frequency diversity and coverage are 
obtained using fewer resources than in prior art systems, 
where the message is transmitted on a constant and wide 
frequency band. Frequency hopping randomizes both the 
fading of the UE's own signal and also interference: it is 
unlikely that fading and interference conditions are unfa 
vorable on all the frequencies in a hopping pattern. 
Preamble Identifier and Temporary Address and Determin 
ing Whether a Message Burst has Been Acknowledged 
0045. Note that the invention uses a preamble identifier 
and a temporary address, but for different purposes. The 
preamble identifier is given by the base station for asking for 
retransmissions of the random access message burst. The 
temporary address, which can be a random address or a 
temporary cell specific address, is included by the UE in the 
message burst for the UE to be able to unambiguously 
identify messages intended for the UE. If the UE does not 
have a temporary cell specific address, the UE chooses a 
random address as a temporary address. After the UE sends 
the temporary address to the base station in the random 
access message burst, the UE then reads the downlink shared 
control channel (DSCCH), searching for uplink and down 
link resource allocations that are directed to the UE using the 
UE's preamble identifier. An uplink resource allocation is 
understood by the UE as indicating that the UE must 
retransmit its random access message burst. A downlink 
resource allocation means that the base station has correctly 
decoded a random access message burst (per a CRC check), 
but not necessarily the message burst from the UE. The 
downlink resource allocation indicates a downlink shared 
channel resource the UE is to decode so as to obtain a 
temporary address. If the temporary address in the downlink 
message agrees with the UE's temporary address, the UE 
knows that the procedure was successful. On the other hand, 
if the temporary addresses do not agree, the UE is configured 
to terminate the procedure, since if the temporary addresses 
are not the same, the UE's preamble likely collided with the 
preamble of another UE (i.e. both the UE and another UE 
used the same access slot). To obtain a random address for 
use as a temporary cell specific address, the UE Selects an 
address randomly from a set of addresses provided by a 
System Info message broadcast by the base station, which 
the UE reads after it has approximately synchronized to the 
base station (by procedures not the subject of the invention), 
i.e. synchronized except for taking into account propagation 
delays based on the UE to base station separation. 
Content of the Random Access Message Burst 
0046) The probability that UEs might collide on the SCH 
after the RACH process should be made very small because 
Such collisions would mean that there are UEs transmitting 
with a wrong timing advance and causing intra cell inter 
ference. In order to reach a low enough collision probability, 
a long enough random or an unambiguous UE address 
should be acknowledged during the random access proce 
dure. Therefore, according to some embodiments of the 
invention, the random access message burst (which is sent 
on SCH) includes: 
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0047 A temporary address (from 10 to 16 bits) that is 
the temporary cell specific address or a long enough 
random address serving as the temporary cell specific 
address. The temporary cell specific address would be 
used instead of the IMSI (International Mobile Sub 
scriber Identity) stored in the Subscriber Identity Mod 
ule (SIM) because transmission of the IMSI would 
unnecessarily prolong the message. 

0048. A small number (of the order of a byte or less) 
of information bits useable by the radio access network 
in making a further SCH allocation to the UE. 

0049 A Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) word. 

0050. The information bits could be used to indicate the 
need for (further) SCH communication resources, such as 
for an emergency call. Furthermore, the amount of data to be 
transmitted on the SCH could be roughly indicated. 
Frequency Hopping and Frame Format of the Random 
Access Message Burst 
0051 Good frequency diversity is essential for obtaining 
short delays in the random access procedure. If the random 
access message burst has to be prolonged over a few 
Sub-frames in order to give sufficient coverage, frequency 
diversity can be obtained economically by transmitting on 
the smallest possible bandwidth during each sub-frame but 
hopping the frequency between the Sub-frames. This is 
illustrated in FIG. 3, showing a message burst extending 
over four sub-frames of SCH, i.e. comprising four sections, 
each occupying a respective Sub-frame. The message burst 
consumes four resource blocks on SCH of 0.5 ms by 312.5 
kHz. (This minimum frequency allocation of 312.5 kHz is 
just an example. The time frame could be two sub-frames or 
could be instead even less than a subframe.) As illustrated, 
a section of the message comprises a pilot or signature part, 
and data symbols, i.e. the payload, and each section is 
followed by a guard time/period (a portion of a sub-frame). 
The total length of a section of the message burst is therefore 
less than 0.5 ms (i.e. less than one sub-frame on SCH) 
because of the guard time, which is needed because of the 
UE not (at least sometimes) having a timing advance at this 
stage in the communication. FIG. 3 also show frequency 
hopping of the preamble (on RACH). 

0.052 The encoding scheme for the message burst should 
preferably be such that each sub-frame is self-decodable. In 
the simplest example, identical symbols are transmitted 
during each Sub-frame. In good conditions, the base station 
would succeed in decoding the message burst from the first 
Sub-frame, which could speed-up the random access proce 
dure, save resources and reduce interference if the base 
station could communicate an acknowledgment before the 
UE has sent the remainder of the message burst. 

0053 Other options for the length of the sections of a 
random access message burst can be considered. For 
example, a section can be longer than one Sub-frame or even 
shorter than one Sub-frame. Also, there can be gaps in the 
transmission of a message burst by a UE, so that the UE is 
silent during one or more Sub-frames between transmitted 
sections of the message burst. This would allow time for the 
base station to terminate the message burst transmission if 
the base station Succeeds in decoding the message burst after 
only the first section. 
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0054 The frame format of a random access message 
burst according to the invention can be utilized in other cases 
when the timing advance for communication between a UE 
and a base station is uncertain but the UE has obtained a cell 
specific temporary address. Such a case is handover when 
handover is handled as in GSM (Global System for Mobile 
communication). Then the UE would get the address for the 
target cell through the serving base station. The target base 
station would start to allocate uplink resources when the UE 
should be ready to read the downlink shared control channel 
(DSCCH) carrying information on uplink communication 
channel allocations. The first transmission by the UE would 
be made with a frame format allowing uncertainty of timing 
advance, as in the frame format of a random access message 
burst according to the invention, i.e. the UE would start 
transmission in the target cell using the frame format of the 
invention even though there is no contention of the uplink 
communication resource in the case of handover. 

Detail of Illustrative Embodiment of Random Access Pro 
cedure with a Separate Preamble Phase, i.e. Preamble Iden 
tifier Provided with ACK by Base Station (FIG. 4) 
0055. The signaling flow of a random access procedure 
according to an embodiment of the invention is shown in 
FIG. 4. In this embodiment access slots of RACH are 
reserved for sending preambles. The UE chooses an access 
slot and sends to the (serving) base station (eNB in 
E-UTRA) a preamble with a signature selected from a small 
set (e.g. 16). After a fixed period of time from reception of 
the preamble by the base station, i.e. after the base station 
actually receives the preamble, the base station sends a first 
feedback message (indicated as feedback 1 in FIG. 4) on 
DSCCH one or more messages serving to acknowledge 
receipt of the preamble, and includes in the first feedback a 
digest of the signature or an index of the signature (serving 
to identify to the UE the preamble being acknowledged, and 
so the first feedback is understood by the user equipment to 
be an acknowledgement because the first feedback identifies 
the preamble via the signature included in the preamble), a 
transmit power adjustment field, and a short identifier called 
here a preamble identifier (indicated as preamble-id in FIG. 
4), and also a pointer to a resource on SCH for sending the 
random access message burst (i.e. the data/payload). The 
pointer need not necessarily be given in the same message 
as the preamble identifier, because the pointer can be pro 
vided to the UE in a follow-up message (still part of 
feedback 1) addressed also to the UE using the preamble 
identifier. Note that the resources for the message burst are 
reserved only after the base station observes a preamble, and 
note also that UEs with different signatures would be given 
different resources for transmission of their respective mes 
sage bursts. The resources for the preambles and the cell 
specific access parameters are given in the System Info 
broadcast by the base station. 
0056. Now one or more UEs may recognize themselves 
from the preamble identifier of the first feedback and would 
then associate themselves with the preamble identifier 
(because it is possible for more than one UE to transmit a 
preamble at the same time, since the RACH is a contention 
based resource, i.e. it is not shared via a multiple access 
mechanism). Each such UE will read the downlink shared 
control channel (DSCCH), and when a resource on (uplink) 
SCH is pointed to on the DSCCH using the preamble 
identifier, the UE will send its random access message burst 
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via the resource, using a Zero timing advance. The message 
burst fields are as explained above, i.e. a temporary address, 
information bits, and a CRC word. The probability that two 
UEs would have the same temporary address field is small 
because the address is either a unique or at least relatively 
long random bit sequence. After a Successful reception of the 
message burst, the base station sends a second feedback 
(indicated as feedback 2 in FIG. 4), which contains the 
temporary address, the timing advance value, and a pointer 
to a further SCH resource to continue the uplink/message 
exchange, as needed. After this second feedback, only the 
UE terminals that find their temporary address in the second 
feedback would continue the message exchange. Terminals 
that succeed in decoding the second feedback but that do not 
find their temporary address in it must start the random 
access procedure from the beginning. 

0057) If the base station does not succeed in decoding the 
random access message burst from a particular one of the 
one or more UEs, it can ask the UE to retransmit the message 
burst by addressing the UE again with the preamble iden 
tifier, which is used for allowing the base station to request 
retransmission, whereas the temporary address is for sepa 
rating UE's that have chosen the same signature and access 
slot. The base station can then soft combine the symbols of 
the latest received random access message burst from the 
UE with the symbols of the earlier transmissions, i.e. the 
base station can use HARQ processing in the random access 
procedure. This greatly improves the probability of detec 
tion. The base station may also optimize for delay by asking 
the UE to repeat transmission of the random access message 
before trying to decode it. 

0058. The preamble identifier can be short (e.g. 5 bits) if 
it is predetermined that the preamble identifier is to be valid 
only for a relatively short time (e.g. 10 ms) after it has been 
associated by the base station with a signature observed by 
the base station in a certain time and frequency resource. A 
time period of 10 ms would still allow time for a few 
retransmissions of the message part. 

0059. It may not be useful to send the timing advance to 
a UE terminal in the first feedback since two UE terminals, 
say terminal X and terminal Y, might have sent a preamble 
with the same signature but the base station has only 
detected the preamble sent by terminal X. The timing 
advance suitable for terminal Y could be completely differ 
ent from the one for terminal X. When terminal Y transmits 
with the timing advance meant for terminal X, the trans 
mission could overlap a previous or later timeslot. After the 
UEs address has been indicated in the second feedback, the 
collision probability becomes sufficiently small for the 
application of timing advance. So the timing advance is 
advantageously provided in the second feedback, as indi 
cated in FIG. 4. 

0060) Note that with a random access procedure accord 
ing to the invention, two UEs send their respective random 
access message bursts on the same resource (of SCH) only 
if they have chosen the same preamble signature. 

0061 Utilization of frequency hopping during transmis 
sion of the random access message burst is advantageous, 
too. Both the (separate) preamble and the message burst can 
be divided into sections that are transmitted at different 
frequencies. 
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An Illustrative Example 
0062) The following is an example of the use of the 
random access procedure according to one embodiment of 
the invention, in the case where a UE uses the random access 
procedure to request an allocation on the shared channel 
SCH for uplinking user data. (Although in this example, the 
UE uses the random access message burst only for indicat 
ing the need for an allocation on SCH, so that the base 
station can determine how much of a resource is needed, the 
invention also allows a UE to use the information bits in the 
random access message burst itself to uplink user data.) 
0063 Preamble 
0064. The preamble is transmitted on RACH in a narrow 
BW (e.g. resource chunk of 1.25 MHz/3) of RACH. See 
FIG. 3. Its length is set to two sub-frames. The frequency is 
hopped between the sub-frames in order to gain diversity. 
0065. The symbol sequence is chosen randomly from a 
set of signatures. The random selection is repeated for every 
retransmission. The set of available signatures is given in the 
so-called System Info broadcast by the base station. 
0066 Open loop power control is utilized: the transmis 
sion power is tuned according to the measured downlink 
attenuation and the desired power level in the base station 
receiver. In addition, power ramp-up is done if the preamble 
transmission has to be repeated. The parameters are given in 
the System Info. 
0067. The density of access slots is chosen according to 
the RACH load and the delay requirements (waiting for the 
first access slot must not take too long). 
0068 The time window for selection of the access slot is 
growing exponentially with each repeated transmission of 
the preamble, or some other way of randomizing transmis 
sion times is utilized. 

0069 Preamble Acknowledgment 
0070 Preamble acknowledgment is provided in the Allo 
cation Table transmitted on the downlink shared control 
channel (DSCCH). 
0071. The base station measures impulse response for 
each signature and access slot and sends an acknowledgment 
in downlink, if it observes a preamble. 
0072 The fields in the positive acknowledgment are: 

0073. The signature number or a digest of the signature 
sent by the UE. The access slot number is not necessary 
if the acknowledgment can be sent in the downlink 
sub-frame with fixed offset in relation to the access slot. 
Even with the largest system bandwidth, (time) over 
lapping access slots that can be separated only by the 
frequency are likely not needed. 

0074 The resource allocation (on SCH) for the mes 
Sage burst (i.e. time and frequency slots on SCH, for the 
UE to uplink the random access message burst). As 
noted above, the resource allocation can be postponed 
to be sent separately from the rest of the acknowledge 
ment. 

0075) A short identifier preamble identifier (preamble 
id) for the base station would to use to ask for a repeat 
transmission of the message burst. 
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0076 Power adjustment relative to the preamble 
power. 

0.077 Providing a timing advance (value) may not be 
useful in this stage because, depending on the load and the 
number of signatures and access slots, it can become too 
probable that two or more UEs might send preambles in the 
same access slot with the same signature. The timing 
advance value would be correct for only one of them. 
0078. The base station can also send a NACK: UEs that 
had sent a preamble in the access slot have to stop the RACH 
procedure. This provides means to recover from RACH 
overload. 

0079. The Random Access Message Burst 
0080. The random access message burst is sent on SCH 
using a narrow bandwidth (e.g. resource chunk of 1.25 
MHz/3) and extending over a few sub-frames, hopping the 
frequency between the sub-frames. A tentative value for the 
length of the burst is 4 sub-frames. The prolonging over a 
few sub-frames seems necessary in order to fulfill the 
coverage requirements. 
0081 Exemplary content of the random access message 
burst is: 

0082 Temporary cell specific address or a random 
address (e.g. 16 bits), if the temporary cell specific 
address does not exist; 

0083) Information bits, i.e. up to 10 bits (or possibly 
more) for informing the base station of the need for the 
requested communication resources; and 

0084) a CRC word (e.g. 12 or 16 bits). 
0085. The random address has to be long enough since it 
separates all UEs that have sent preambles in the same 
access slot with the same signature. 
0.086 Acknowledgment of the Random Access Message 
Burst 

0087 Acknowledgement of the random access message 
burst is provided in the Allocation Table that is transmitted 
on the shared control channel in downlink. If the CRC fails, 
the base station can ask for retransmission of the message 
burst by using the preamble identifier it provided in 
acknowledgment of the preamble. If the CRC succeeds, the 
UE's address (temporary cell specific or random) is 
acknowledged. A temporary cell specific address is given if 
the UE sent a random address. 

0088. The timing advance can be used after receiving the 
acknowledgment of the random access message burst 
because the temporary cell specific address has identified the 
UE uniquely and the random address nearly uniquely. 
0089. A resource allocation (on SCH) for the uplink 
message can be given as a regular SCH entry in the 
Allocation Table. 

0090 Discussion 
0.091 So in this illustrative example of a UE attempting 
to obtain an allocation on SCH, a UE sends a preamble with 
a signature on RACH. The base station acknowledges on 
DSCCH with a preamble identifier, an index (also called a 
signature number) of the signature (although a digest of the 
signature could be sent instead) so that the UE knows the 
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ACK is to its preamble, and a SCH (shared channel) 
allocation (a time slot and frequency on SCH) for transmis 
sion of the random access message burst (which may be 
given in a different message than the preamble identifier). 
The UE then sends the message burst (including the info 
field, indicating the need for a further allocation on SCH) 
with the preamble identifier on the allocated time slot and 
frequency. There can be a collision, since another UE could 
have sent a preamble with identical parameters and thus 
obtained the same SCH allocation for the random access 
message. In the message burst, the UE includes a temporary 
address the base station can use to identify the UE. The base 
station asks the UE for repeats as necessary, using the 
DSCCH, if it cannot decode the message burst (possibly 
using soft-combining/HARQ in its attempts to decode), and 
the base station uses the preamble identifier to address the 
repeat request to the UE. (The base station knows what 
preamble identifier to use based on the time slot and fre 
quency used by the UE to transmit the message burst). The 
base station Succeeds in decoding the message burst, and 
then makes a further SCH allocation to the UE (via 
DSCCH), and the further SCH allocation is addressed to the 
UE using the address the UE included in the message burst 
or using the preamble identifier or a temporary cell specific 
identifier that the base station provides for the UE in the 
acknowledgement of the random access message. 

CONCLUSION 

0092. It is to be understood that the above-described 
arrangements are only illustrative of the application of the 
principles of the present invention. Numerous modifications 
and alternative arrangements may be devised by those 
skilled in the art without departing from the scope of the 
present invention, and the appended claims are intended to 
cover Such modifications and arrangements. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A method for use by a user equipment wireless com 

munication terminal in communicating with a base station of 
a radio access network of a wireless communication system, 
comprising: 

(a) providing for transmission over a random access 
channel of the wireless communication system a mes 
Sage burst preamble, and including a signature with the 
preamble: 

(b) receiving from the base station in response one or 
more messages indicating an acknowledgment of hav 
ing received the preamble and providing a preamble 
identifier and a resource allocation of a shared channel; 
and 

(c) providing a message burst for transmission on the 
shared channel according to the resource allocation, but 
not until receiving the messages indicating the 
acknowledgment and providing the resource allocation, 
and including an address in the message burst for use 
in identifying the user equipment. 

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the resource allocation 
is provided in a message separate from the message indi 
cating the acknowledgment. 

3. The method of claim 1, wherein if the user equipment 
has a temporary cell specific address then the user equip 
ment uses the temporary cell specific address as the address. 
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4. The method of claim 1, further comprising: 
receiving a request for retransmission from the base 

station indicating the preamble identifier, and 
providing the message burst for retransmission to the base 

station. 
5. The method of claim 4, wherein the request for retrans 

mission is a signal from the base station on a downlink 
shared control channel indicating an uplink resource allo 
cation and including the preamble identifier. 

6. The method of claim 1, further comprising receiving an 
acknowledgement of the base station having received the 
message burst, wherein the acknowledgement is a signal 
from the base station on a downlink shared control channel 
indicating a downlink resource allocation and including the 
preamble identifier, and wherein the user equipment is 
configured to decode the signal and obtain an address 
indicated by the signal, and then compare the address with 
the address included by the user equipment in the message 
burst to determine if the acknowledgement is an acknowl 
edgement of the message burst or instead the acknowledge 
ment of a message burst from another user equipment. 

7. The method of claim 1, further comprising: 
providing for transmission a portion of the message burst 

using a first narrow frequency range of the shared 
channel frequency range; and 

providing for transmission another portion of the message 
burst using a second narrow frequency range of the 
shared channel frequency range different from the first 
narrow frequency range. 

8. The method of claim 1, further comprising providing 
the preamble for transmission in part using a first narrow 
frequency range of the random access channel frequency 
range and in part using a second narrow frequency range of 
the random access channel frequency range different from 
the first. 

9. The method of claim 1, further comprising obtaining 
from the one or more messages indicating the acknowledge 
ment a digest of the signature or a signature number, and 
determining whether the acknowledgment is an acknowl 
edgement of the preamble sent by the user equipment or an 
acknowledgment of a message from another user equipment 
wireless communication device. 

10. The method of claim 1, further comprising receiving 
from the base station a further allocation of the shared 
channel for uplink of user data in response to the message 
burst, wherein the allocation is provided with the address 
provided by the user equipment, and wherein the message 
burst includes information bits providing information use 
able by the base station in determining the further allocation 
to assign to the user. 

11. A computer program product comprising a computer 
readable storage structure embodying computer program 
code thereon for execution by a computer processor, 
wherein said computer program code comprises instructions 
for performing a method according to claim 1. 

12. An apparatus for use by a user equipment wireless 
communication terminal in communicating with a base 
station of a radio access network of a wireless communica 
tion system, comprising means for performing the method of 
claim 1. 

13. An apparatus for use by a user equipment wireless 
communication terminal in communicating with a base 
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station of a radio access network of a wireless communica 
tion system, comprising a processor configured to: 

(a) provide for transmission over a random access channel 
of the wireless communication system a message burst 
preamble, and including a signature with the preamble; 

(b) receive from the base station in response one or more 
messages indicating an acknowledgment of having 
received the preamble and providing a preamble iden 
tifier and a resource allocation of a shared channel; and 

(c) provide a message burst for transmission on the shared 
channel according to the resource allocation, but not 
until receiving the messages indicating the acknowl 
edgment and providing the resource allocation, and to 
include an address in the message burst for use in 
identifying the user equipment. 

14. The apparatus of claim 13, wherein the processor is 
configured to receive the resource allocation in a message 
separate from the message indicating the acknowledgment. 

15. The apparatus of claim 13, wherein the processor is so 
configured that if the user equipment has a temporary cell 
specific address then the user equipment uses the temporary 
cell specific address as the address. 

16. The apparatus of claim 13, wherein the processor is 
further configured to: 

receive a request for retransmission from the base station 
indicating the preamble identifier; and 

provide the message burst for retransmission to the base 
station. 

17. The apparatus of claim 16, wherein the request for 
retransmission is a signal from the base station on a down 
link shared control channel indicating an uplink resource 
allocation and including the preamble identifier. 

18. The apparatus of claim 13, wherein the processor is 
further configured to receive an acknowledgement of the 
base station having received the message burst, wherein the 
acknowledgement is a signal from the base station on a 
downlink shared control channel indicating a downlink 
resource allocation and including the preamble identifier, 
and wherein the processor is configured to decode the signal 
and obtain an address indicated by the signal, and then 
compare the address with the address included by the user 
equipment in the message burst to determine if the acknowl 
edgement is an acknowledgement of the message burst or 
instead the acknowledgement of a message burst from 
another user equipment. 

19. The apparatus of claim 13, wherein the processor is 
further configured to: 

provide for transmission a portion of the message burst 
using a first narrow frequency range of the shared 
channel frequency range; and 

provide for transmission another portion of the message 
burst using a second narrow frequency range of the 
shared channel frequency range different from the first 
narrow frequency range. 

20. The apparatus of claim 13, wherein the processor is 
further configured to provide the preamble for transmission 
in part using a first narrow frequency range of the random 
access channel frequency range and in part using a second 
narrow frequency range of the random access channel 
frequency range different from the first. 
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21. The apparatus of claim 13, wherein the processor is 
further configured to obtain from the one or more messages 
indicating the acknowledgement a digest of the signature or 
a signature number, and determine whether the acknowl 
edgment is an acknowledgement of the preamble sent by the 
user equipment or an acknowledgment of a message from 
another user equipment wireless communication device. 

22. The apparatus of claim 13, wherein the processor is 
further configured to receive from the base station a further 
allocation of the shared channel for uplink of user data in 
response to the message burst, wherein the allocation is 
provided with the address provided by the user equipment, 
and wherein the message burst includes information bits 
providing information useable by the base station in deter 
mining the further allocation to assign to the user. 

23. A user equipment wireless communication terminal, 
comprising: 

an apparatus as in claim 13; and 
a radio front end for transmitting the preamble and the 

message burst, and for receiving the acknowledgement. 
24. A method for use by a base station of a radio access 

network of a wireless communication system in communi 
cating with a user equipment wireless communication ter 
minal, comprising: 

(a) receiving over a random access channel of the wireless 
communication system a message burst preamble and a 
signature; and 

(b) providing for transmission one or more messages in 
response to the message burst preamble, wherein the 
one or more messages indicate an acknowledgment of 
having received the preamble and include a preamble 
identifier and a resource allocation of at least a portion 
of a shared channel; and 

(c) receiving a message burst on the shared channel 
according to the resource allocation, decoding the mes 
Sage burst, and obtaining an address in the message 
burst for use in identifying the user equipment. 

25. The method of claim 24, wherein the resource allo 
cation is provided in a message separate from the message 
indicating the acknowledgment. 

26. The method of claim 24, wherein when the user 
equipment has a temporary cell specific address the address 
included in the message burst is the temporary cell specific 
address. 

27. The method of claim 24, further comprising: 
providing for transmission to the user equipment a request 

to retransmit the message burst, and including the 
preamble identifier in the request in order to identify 
the message burst; and 

receiving the retransmitted message burst and soft-com 
bining the retransmitted message burst with previous 
transmissions of the message burst. 

28. The method of claim 27, wherein the request to 
retransmit the message burst is a signal from the base station 
on a downlink shared control channel indicating an uplink 
resource allocation and including the preamble identifier. 

29. The method of claim 24, further comprising providing 
an acknowledgement of the base station having received the 
message burst, wherein the acknowledgement is a signal 
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from the base station on a downlink shared control channel 
indicating a downlink resource allocation and including the 
preamble identifier. 

30. The method of claim 24, further comprising: 
receiving a portion of the message burst using a first 

narrow frequency range of the shared channel fre 
quency range; and 

receiving another portion of the message burst using a 
second narrow frequency range of the shared channel 
frequency range different from the first narrow fre 
quency range. 

31. The method of claim 24, further comprising receiving 
the preamble in part in a first narrow frequency range of the 
random access channel frequency range and in part in a 
second narrow frequency range of the random access chan 
nel frequency range different from the first. 

32. The method of claim 24, further comprising providing 
in the acknowledgement a digest of the signature or a 
signature number. 

33. The method of claim 24, further comprising providing 
to the user equipment a further allocation of the shared 
channel for uplink of user data in response to the message 
burst, wherein the allocation is provided with the address 
provided by the user equipment, and wherein the base 
station decodes information bits included in the message 
burst and determines the further allocation at least in part 
based on the information bits. 

34. A computer program product comprising a computer 
readable storage structure embodying computer program 
code thereon for execution by a computer processor, 
wherein said computer program code comprises instructions 
for performing a method according to claim 24. 

35. An apparatus for use by a base station of a radio access 
network of a wireless communication system in communi 
cating with a user equipment wireless communication ter 
minal, comprising means for performing a method accord 
ing to claim 24. 

36. An apparatus for use by a base station of a radio access 
network of a wireless communication system in communi 
cating with a user equipment wireless communication ter 
minal, comprising a processor configured to: 

(a) receive over a random access channel of the wireless 
communication system a message burst preamble and a 
signature; and 

(b) provide for transmission one or more messages in 
response to the message burst preamble, wherein the 
one or more messages indicate an acknowledgment of 
having received the preamble and include a preamble 
identifier and a resource allocation of at least a portion 
of a shared channel; and 

(c) receive a message burst on the shared channel accord 
ing to the resource allocation, decode the message 
burst, and obtain an address from the message burst for 
use in identifying the user equipment. 

37. The apparatus of claim 36, wherein the processor is 
further configured to provide the resource allocation in a 
message separate from the message indicating the acknowl 
edgment. 

38. The apparatus of claim 36, wherein when the user 
equipment has a temporary cell specific address the address 
included in the message burst is the temporary cell specific 
address. 
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39. The apparatus of claim 36, wherein the processor is 
further configured to: 

provide for transmission to the user equipment a request 
to retransmit the message burst, and include the pre 
amble identifier in the request in order to identify the 
message burst; and 

receive the retransmitted message burst and Soft-combine 
the retransmitted message burst with previous trans 
missions of the message burst. 

40. The apparatus of claim 39, wherein the request to 
retransmit the message burst is a signal from the base station 
on a downlink shared control channel indicating an uplink 
resource allocation and including the preamble identifier. 

41. The apparatus of claim 36, wherein the processor is 
further configured to provide an acknowledgement of the 
base station having received the message burst, wherein the 
acknowledgement is a signal from the base station on a 
downlink shared control channel indicating a downlink 
resource allocation and including the preamble identifier. 

42. The apparatus of claim 36, wherein the processor is 
further configured to: 

receive a portion of the message burst using a first narrow 
frequency range of the shared channel frequency range; 
and 

receive another portion of the message burst using a 
second narrow frequency range of the shared channel 
frequency range different from the first narrow fre 
quency range. 

43. The apparatus of claim 36, wherein the processor is 
further configured to receive the preamble in part in a first 
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narrow frequency range of the random access channel 
frequency range and in part in a second narrow frequency 
range of the random access channel frequency range differ 
ent from the first. 

44. The apparatus of claim 36, wherein the processor is 
further configured to provide in the acknowledgement a 
digest of the signature or a signature number. 

45. The apparatus of claim 36, wherein the processor is 
further configured to provide to the user equipment a further 
allocation of the shared channel for uplink of user data in 
response to the message burst, wherein the allocation is 
provided with the address provided by the user equipment, 
and wherein the base station is further configured to decode 
information bits included in the message burst and deter 
mine the further allocation at least in part based on the 
information bits. 

46. A base station of a radio access network of a wireless 
communication system, comprising: 

an apparatus as in claim 36; and 

a radio front end for receiving the preamble and the 
message burst, and for transmitting the acknowledg 
ment. 

47. A system, comprising: 

a plurality of base stations as in claim 46; and 
a plurality of user equipment terminals, configured for 

wirelessly coupling to the base stations. 


